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the storytelling possibilities of language and map are explored in exploring latin america: a map and language adventure, by roger yu (owl, 2006). two cultures, the english-speaking world and the spanish-speaking world, share a common language, latin (see image at left) and a common fate; yu
traces this legacy in english-spanish dialogues, from cervantes (see cover photo) and don quixote to the ordinary street dialogue of characters in films like the godfather. he also attends to the effect of disney and the latin american folk tales that have influenced its characters and themes, from mary
poppins to the little mermaid. stranded in what is now nepal, a heavily armed band of tibetan refugees dig in, increasingly isolated from mainstream society and the world by a tourist industry that makes pilgrimages to their sacred site. paul colodny (hancher 10/10, 2007) traces the origins of tibetan
religion and mythology, as well as the cultural survival of tibetans living in exile. distinguished reviews and interviews with christopher bonnington and other experts on tibetan culture furnish context. the riddles of cinema, 3rd edition, by keith badman (routledge, 2004). as he did in the 2nd edition,
film historian keith badman presents readers with a fresh volume of essays on narrative, visual imagery, narrative theory, film historiography, and questions of film aesthetics. for example, badman discusses an essay about the development of cinema in australia, his essay on the work of jean-paul
sartre on film and literature, and a companion volume, visual aspects of cinemas history, theory, and aesthetics, written by christopher hilton (see image above), and badman himself. exploring ideas such as analogy, allegory, and emplotment, badman suggests ways to see through the superficiality
of critical writing on film. (see also auteur theory, gary r. nunn and theorists, roger ebert and the self and cinema).
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